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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the mechanisms by which con-
versants control the direction of a dialogue. We find fur-
ther evidence that control in task-oriented dialogues is
subordinate to discourse structure. The initiator of a dis-
course segment has control; the non-initiator can con-
tribute to the purpose of the segment, but this does not
result in that person taking over control. The proposal
has important implications for dialogue management, as
it will pave the way for building dialogue systems that
can engage in mixed initiative dialogues.

1. Introduction
The dialogue manager of a spoken language system is
responsible for determining what contributions a system
can make and when it can make them. For instance, in
a collaborative problem solving domain, the system has
to decide if it should take the lead and propose possible
solutions, or if it should let the user take the lead. There
are conventions of human dialogue that govern this be-
havior. These conventions help ensure that dialogue runs
smoothly, without both participants continually trying to
take the conversation in opposite directions.

Two separate theories in computational linguistics have
emerged to specify the conventions that speakers follow
in determining the direction of a dialogue. The first is dis-
course structure theory, as proposed by Grosz and Sidner
[4]. In their theory, dialogue is composed of a hierarchi-
cal linguistic structure consisting of discourse segments.
Discourse segment boundaries can be identified by pause
lengths, speech rate, intonation, and discourse markers,
such as “anyway”, and “by the way”. Each discourse
segment has a discourse segment purpose that is deter-
mined by the person who initiates the segment. The two
speakers then work together to achieve the discourse seg-
ment purpose. The theory, however, does not comment
on the types of utterances that the initiator of the segment
or the non-initiator can make. Hence, it underspecifies
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speakers can do in dialogue.
ontrol theory, on the other hand (or initiative), aims
count for which speaker is driving the conversation
y given point [13, 12, 2]. For example, in a question-
er pair, the speaker asking the question is said to
control during the exchange. Statements, questions
ommands demonstrate control by the speaker, while
owledgments, answers and agreements do not. Whit-
and Stenton [13] segmented dialogues at points where
ol shifts from one speaker to the other. They found
ontrol “did not alternate from speaker to speaker on
by turn basis, but that there were long sequences of
in which control remained with one speaker,” last-

n average eight speaker turns. As such, control tends
ve momentum: the person in control tends to con-
showing control. However, control theory has yet
icate when control can shift between the speakers.

n this paper, we build on our previous work in de-
ining the conventions that govern how speakers de-
ine the direction of a dialogue [11]. In that work,
ave preliminary evidence that control theory and dis-
e structure theory are not unrelated; rather, control

bordinate to discourse structure theory. The person
initiates the discourse segment tends to stay in con-
When the non-initiator shows control, control al-
always reverts immediately back to the initiator of

iscourse segment.
his paper extends our previous results. We not only
at what happens after utterances by the non-initiator
show control, but also what happens after embed-
egments. If the non-initiator of the segment initi-

an embedded segment, once the embedded segment
, control returns to the initiator of the parent segment.
e, just like utterances by the non-initiator that show
ol, the control is fleeting, and tends to revert imme-
ly back to the initiator of the segment. These results
e our understanding of control in dialogue: control is
rdinate to discourse structure theory.
n the rest of this paper, we describe our schemes for
g discourse structure and control. We then describe

nnotation process and our intercoder reliability. We



then present our evidence that control is subordinate to
discourse structure.

2. Coding Schemes
In this section, we introduce our coding scheme. The
coding scheme was used for coding dialogues from the
Trains corpus of human-human task-oriented dialogues
[6]. In these dialogues, two participants work together
to formulate a plan involving the manufacture and trans-
portation of goods. One speaker, the user (u), has a goal
to solve, and the other speaker, the system (s), knows the
detailed information involved in how long it takes to ship
and manufacture goods.

2.1. Discourse Structure

In coding discourse structure segments, we followed Car-
letta et. al [1] by distinguishing between two types of
segments. The first are dialogue games. Dialogue games
are related to adjacency pairs from conversational anal-
ysis [9], and include greeting-greeting, question-answer,
check-agreement, and command-response pairs. Dialogue
games typically have a first-part and a second-part. Each
part can have one or more utterances. Hence, we explic-
itly mark the second part as a special type of segment.
Second-part segments are unique though in that control
is explicitly given to the speaker of the second-part by
the person who initiated the dialogue game.

The second type of discourse segments are transac-
tion blocks, which are related to the task of the dialogues.
Here, we required that the proposed initiator of the block
made the purpose of the block clear in the first utterance.
Cases where a speaker has a purpose in mind but doesn’t
communicate that there is a purpose were not counted as
a transaction block.

2.2. Control and Utterance Tags

We did not directly code which utterances show control.
Instead, we tagged each utterance with a variation of the
DAMSL coding scheme [3]. Utterances were tagged as
forward or backward looking, or other. Forward func-
tions included statements, questions, checks and sugges-
tions. Backward functions included agreements, answers,
acknowledgments, repetitions and completions. Other in-
cluded stalls, incomplete and abandoned.

We used the utterance tags to derive whether an utter-
ance showed control. We found that in general forward
functions mapped to utterances demonstrating control in
the scheme of Whittaker and Stenton [13] and backward
functions and others mapped to utterances not demon-
strating control. For utterances that do not demonstrate
control, control is said to belong to the last speaker that
demonstrated it.

Of special concern is how we dealt with utterances
in the second parts of dialogue games. The second-part
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already indicates the backward function of the ut-
ces in the second-part. Hence, answers and agree-
s of in the second-part by the responder are treated
owing control. If the asker acknowledges them or
s agreement, those utterances are treated as having a
ward looking function, and so not showing control.

3. Annotating the Corpus
nnotated twelve dialogues totaling 50 minutes from
RAINS corpus using DialogueView [7]. We started
the distributed word annotations [6]. We then seg-
ed the speech into utterance units, annotated the dis-
cies, and marked abandoned and incomplete utter-
s. We compared and resolved the discrepancies us-
CT [14]. For the utterance segmentation, we found
e would sometimes arbitrarily choose one segmen-
over another. Two of the authors annotated each

gue for discourse structure. They then compared
annotations to reach a consensus annotation. Most

e differences between the coders were resolved suc-
ully, though there continued to be differences in the
r level segments.
alfway through the coding effort, we compared our
ent annotations before doing consensus annotation.
coder reliability for the two dialogues coded inde-
ently showed 43 hits, where discourse segments for
coders were identical in extent and segment initiator.
e were 26 misses, where the first coder coded blocks
cluded by the second coder, and 39 false positives,

e the second coder coded blocks not included by the
coder. These figures yield a recall rate of 62% and
cision rate of 52%. In examining the missing and
positive blocks, we found that 13 of the misses cor-
nded very closely to 13 of the false positives, dif-

g by only one utterance in their beginning or end,
lways having the same initiator. If we include these
ts, our recall and precision rates increase to 81%
8% respectively. We further examined the blocks
ere scored as misses and false positives. Similar to

r evaluations [5], we looked at crossing segments,
e a segment from one coder overlaps with a segment
the other coder, but neither is properly contained in
ther. We will refer to such segments as being incon-
t with the other coder’s segmentation. Obviously,
sistent segments indicate major disagreement about

tructure of the discourse. Only 3 of the 26 misses
of the 39 false positives were inconsistent with the
annotator’s segmentation.

or annotating utterance tags, we followed the same
odology as for discourse segmentation. For inter-
r reliability, our primary focus was whether we agreed
whether an utterance demonstrated control or not.

g our mapping for the DAMSL scheme, we found
ur agreement on the two dialogues as to which ut-

ces show control was 92%.



4. Control in Discourse Segments
Walker and Whittaker [12] suggested that changes in con-
trol correspond to changes in discourse structure, but they
did not determine the exact relationship between them.
At the beginning of a discourse segment, the initiator
makes an utterance that shows control. But control does
not stay with the initiator throughout the segment, with
the non-initiator just answering questions, agreeing, and
acknowledging. The non-initiator does occasionally make
an utterance that shows control. Figure 1 gives an ex-
cerpt of a discourse segment initiated by the user. One

Init Ctrl Spkr Utterance
u u u u1 and then go to Dansville

s s u2 and that’s one more hour
u u3 yeah

u u u4 we can . . .
s s u5 . . . drop off at the . . .
u u u6 drop off that boxcar drop off the

boxcar of . . .
s s u7 and then take two empty ones

u u8 right
u u u9 two empty ones down to to Avon
u u u10 and pick up the the bananas

s u11 right

Figure 1: Example Discourse Segment (d93-19.5)

special case of how the non-initiator might show con-
trol is through a collaborative completion [8], where a
speaker finishes (or helps to finish) an utterance of the
other speaker. Utterance u5 is an example of the non-
initiator making a collaborative completion. Whether such
utterances show control is debatable. The DAMSL an-
notation scheme included these in the backward-looking
functions. In previous work [11], we argued that they
show control, but at the utterance level. In this paper,
we do not include them as showing control. The more
general case is shown in u2, where the non-initiator says
how long long the operation will take, and in u7, where he
suggests a step in the plan. Here, the non-initiator added
content that contributed to the discourse segment purpose
that is not predicted from the initiator’s speech. We refer
to these as co-contributions.

Co-contributions should be expected, as these are col-
laborative dialogues where the two speakers work together
to achieve a common goal. There are times where the
two speakers are so closely synchronized that they build
on each other’s utterances. In fact, we think this phe-
nomenon of co-contributions is related to the phenomena
that Schiffrin [10] referred to as shared turns.

4.1. Frequency of Co-contributions

Given that co-contributions can occur, we examined how
often they occur with respect to control utterances by
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nitiator. In total, the initiator made 783 utterances
how control (including utterances inside of second-
). Of these, 327 were the first utterance in the block
uding second-parts). The first utterance of every block
finition will be by the initiator, so we exclude those.
gives us 456 times where the initiator shows control
the first utterance. In comparison, the non-initiator
55 co-contributions. Hence, the initiator is 8.3 times
likely to make an utterance that shows control in-

of a block.

Control After Co-contributions

ext looked at what happens after a co-contribution.
the non-initiator keep control, or does control revert
to the initiator? To answer this, we looked at what
ens after the initiator makes an utterance that shows
ol versus what happens after the non-initiator does.
or every utterance by the initiator or non-initiator
shows control (collaborative completions were not
ded), we examined who shows control next, either
aking an utterance that shows control, or by initi-
an embedded discourse segment. The results are
in Table 1. We restrict our analysis to what hap-

After control utterance by
Initiator Non-initiator

End Block 190 12
Initiator

- shows control 360 22
- starts subblock 54 5

Non-initiator
- shows control 33 15
- starts subblock 28 1

Table 1: After a speaker shows control

in the current discourse segment. If there is no utter-
that shows control after the utterance in question and
are no discourse segments embedded in the block,

ount it as end block, and report it in the first row of
1. We excluded 118 control utterances that were

wed by a second-part block. The person who ini-
the dialogue game explicitly gives control to the

initiator for the second-part block.
hat happens in the 55 cases where the non-initiator

s control? In twelve cases, the discourse segment
d before either speaker showed control. In 22 cases,
itiator makes a control utterance, and in five cases,

nitiator starts an embedded block. In 15 cases, the
initiator continues by making another co-contribution
n one case, the non-initiator starts an embedded block.
e, the non-initiator is the next person to show con-
7% of the time (16 of 43 times). On the other hand,
the initiator shows control, the next person who

s control is the initiator in 87% of the cases (414
5), by either making an utterance that shows control



or by starting an embedded segment.

4.3. Control after Embedded Segments

In the above, we looked at what happens after an utter-
ance that shows control. Here, we look at what happens
after an embedded segment ends. As with the above, we
compare what happens after an embedded segment made
by the initiator of the parent segment, versus what hap-
pens after the one by the non-initiator. We excluded em-
bedded segments that are second parts. The results are
given in Table 2. We see that the initiator of the par-

After embedded segment by
Initiator Non-initiator

End block 14 9
Initiator

- shows control 54 14
- makes subblock 63 16

Non-Initiator
- shows control 6 2
- makes subblock 17 7

Table 2: After embedded segments end

ent block starts an embedded segment 154 times while
the non-initiator starts one 48 times. More importantly,
we see if the embedded segment belonged to the non-
initiator, he would keep control after the embedded seg-
ment ended 23% of the time (9 of 39 cases), whereas
if the embedded segment belonged to the non-initiator,
he/she would keep control after the embedded segment
ended 84% of the time (117 of 140 cases).

5. Conclusion

We proposed that control is subordinate to intentional
structure in dialogue. We have backed up this claim by
examining utterances that demonstrate control made by
the non-initiator of the discourse segment. We found that
after these utterances, control returns to the segment ini-
tiator in most cases. The same happens after the non-
initiator starts an embedded block. These results are con-
trary to previous theories of control [12, 2] that predict
that when a person shows control, that person tends to
keep control. Chu-Carroll and Brown [2] even added an
extra level of control. Their two levels of control can be
accounted for by the embedding of discourse segments
inside of each other.

The reconciliation of control and discourse segments
means that we now understand how control and dialogue
segment purposes are related and have a clearer picture
of how both participants can contribute to discourse in-
tentions. This result implies that control in itself does not
need to be tracked in a dialogue. Control belongs to the
speaker who started the current discourse segment.
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